The Seal Coat Material Selection Table design detail sheet has been updated and is applicable to all seal coat construction projects beginning with the November 2011 letting. The new detail sheet is available from the Roadway Standards web page in Microstation® “dgn”. See http://www.dot.state.tx.us/business/standardplanfiles.htm. Please distribute this information to the appropriate district staff and area offices, as well as consulting engineers working on TxDOT projects.

The following represents a summary of the sheet changes:

**SEAL COAT MATERIAL SELECTION TABLE.**

- Changed wording of heading and description for "Cool Weather Alternates" tier. (Formally “Seasonal Alternates.”)
- Changed heading title for seasons to “Districtwide Seal Coat Project Seasons.”
- Removed check boxes next to the seal coat seasons.
- Added a note regarding RMCs after the seasons.

If you have any questions or need additional information concerning this detail, please contact Jeffrey Seiders, P.E., of the Construction Division, at 512-506-5808.
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